Trivia Nights! The fastest and easiest way to increase weekday revenue. Turn your slow nights into engaging and entertaining trivia nights!

Trivia is known as a great way to draw in new customers and give your loyal patrons a fun activity for large groups to play. Trivia Nights! is an easy and inexpensive way to host a trivia night. Market research shows that trivia can increase sales to up to 300%! Turn your slow weekday nights into lucrative and entertaining trivia nights!

Supports 12 teams. Add & Remove points with a touch of a button. If someone leaves, delete them to clear the screen.

Show next question & answer separately. Timer & Round Progress shows time since last question & how many questions remain.

‘Help Button’ creates an overlay for simple, user friendly assistance.

Adding a trivia night can increase revenues 300%, don’t throw it away hiring a 3rd party.